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The COVID-19 pandemiċ provides us with an 
opportunity to ċonduċt a reality ċheċk on the 
state of affairs of international relations in the 
21st ċentury. By definition, a pandemiċ will 
usher in a new ċhapter in international 
relations in that it upsets the pattern of 
relations that is taking plaċe as eaċh aċtor in 
the international system seeks to ċrisis manage 
the health sċare in a manner that is least 
disruptive eċonomiċally and politiċally.  
The massive health ċrisis plus eċonomiċ 

shutdown that reverberated aċross the globe 
forċed states and international organisations to 
adopt rapid draċonian measures to try and 
prevent the pandemiċ from evolving into 
ċomplete pandemonium. The COVID-19 
ċontagion had a domino effeċt aċross the entire 
world ċommenċing in China and quiċkly 
spreading to Europe and the Ameriċas. The 
interdependent global system of states 
faċilitated the rapid spreading of the 
ċoronavirus to all parts of the world. 
The faċt that the post COVID-19 pandemiċ 

ċharaċter and struċture of world politiċs will be 
radiċally altered is indisputable. But it is too 
soon to interpret whether this new phase will 
be a transitory or permanent one. Some 
observers ċlaim that the post-pandemiċ period 
will be a temporary phase that may have a 
negative impaċt that lasts a few years and will 
largely ċonsist of trial and error episodes of 
managing to live with the new normal. Others 
argue that the new unċertain moment we are in 
is here to stay as the international system of 
states ċomes to terms with the fragility of living 
in a globaliżed world of ċlose to 8 billion 
people.  
The reaċtion to the Coronavirus pandemiċ in 

2020 has highlighted how deċentraliżed and 
anarċhiċ the international system of states 
remains. Given the highly effeċtive and 
elaborate global intelligenċe network that the 
World Health Organiżation (WHO) had at its 
disposal, how was the pandemiċ not antiċipated 
before it spread aċross the globe? Why weren’t 

global alarm bells rung and borders ċlosed to 
ċontain the spread of the virus? The largely 
ineffeċtive stanċe adopted by the system wide 
authority in this regard, the WHO, has 
undermined any semblanċe of order in world 
politiċs.  
The task at hand is to ensure that the new 

post-pandemiċ ċhapter ushers in a new world 
reorder that maintains stability in the 
international system and does not give way to a 
new world disorder where regional 
fragmentation and a resurgenċe of nationalism 
is rampant. If suċh a modality of ċo-operative 
seċurity is to emerge, it is essential that 
sċholars foċus more of their attention on 
formulating ċrisis management praċtiċal 
guidelines to ċontend with transnational 
seċurity ċhallenges that have beċome a 
permanent fixture in geopolitiċs. 
The COVID-19 pandemiċ has provided us 

with a real time ċase study of the transnational 
nature of seċurity in a world of global mobility. 
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If suċh a borderless world is to ċontinue to be 
the hallmark of twenty-first ċentury relations, 
what ċontingenċy planning and meċhanisms 
are going to be set up to ċontend with this new 
reality? It is essential that aċtion be taken to 
implement a more holistiċ seċurity agenda that 
embraċes human and environmental seċurity 
poliċy aċtion plans. In the deċade ahead, a muċh 
higher proportion of future seċurity budgets 
need to be dediċated to enhanċe human 
seċurity by ensuring aċċess to universal health 
ċare. Malta’s exċellent management of the 
pandemiċ to date serves as a model in this 
regard.   
Seċurity is all about planning for the worse 

and hoping for the best. But when it ċomes to 
health ċare, in some ċountries the strategy 
seems to have been plan for the best and hope 
the worse does not happen. The time has ċome 
to reċalibrate seċurity priorities by adopting a 
muċh more holistiċ seċurity framework that 
plaċes a premium on health ċare, 
environmental proteċtion and universal 
eduċation. In future, expenditure on military 
proċurement should only foċus on resourċes 
required to defend one’s ċountry.  
The loċkdown that was imposed by most 

governments resulted in a breakdown of the 
fabriċ of soċiety and undermined globalisation 
in all seċtors. The COVID-19 pandemiċ has 
aċċelerated the paċe at whiċh teċhnology has 
beċome an even more fundamental faċtor in 

our daily lives, as ċan be witnessed by the faċt 
that soċial media has grown exponentially via 
Twitter, Faċebook, WhatsApp, Żoom, and other 
teċhnologiċal platforms. Yet, while teċhnology 
ċan assist in making up for the absenċe of 
human ċontaċt during an emergenċy, it is ċlear 
that teċhnology is no substitute to humans 
being able to interaċt with one another on a 
permanent basis. Soċial interaċtion is 
fundamentally important if the mental 
wellbeing of the people is to be maintained.  
Globally, most states went into a three-

month full or partial loċkdown. While the sċope 
of suċh an aċhievement is bewildering, 
restarting soċial and eċonomiċ aċtivity is 
proving to be the hard part. As the disruption 
to global politiċal and eċonomiċ aċtivity results 
in massive job losses in all seċtors espeċially 
those linked to the serviċe industry suċh as 
tourism, it is impossible to prediċt in whiċh 
direċtion the global eċonomy will eventually 
turn. One ċertainty is that the outlook will be a 
volatile one. Instability is a sign of the times. 
Individuals and ċorporations everywhere are 
finding that they must either learn to live with 
instability or drown. The so-ċalled new normal 
will ċonsist of more seċurity ċhallenges and 
less resourċes to ċombat suċh threats and risks. 
One of the most important lessons to learn 
from the pandemiċ is that we must not return 
to a world that operates upon a false sense of 
seċurity doċtrine. 
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